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INTRODUCTION
In July, 2019, a large In-Home Caregiving Agency based out
of Michigan asked the MiliMatch team to pilot its
flagship application, in several agencies who sought a new
solution to improve retention and increase the
efficiency of the hiring process. The intent of MiliMatch
was to give the team insights into candidates to assess the
potential of them as caregivers.
As a result, the following four agencies adopted MiliMatch
and realized the true benefits in improving their
recruiting efforts by finding better candidates for the job
and speeding up the recruiting effort.
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COLORADO AGENCY

The Colorado agency took on MiliMatch in applying it to their recruits,
several of whom are students in the owners community college
classes. Because of the initial assessment that the owner performed,
the applicants are among the highest scoring of any agency.
According to KC., the recruiter for the Colorado Agency, the
implementation has provided a lot of insights into the team. They
have been able to improve their retention by 17% since they
implemented MiliMatch.
“It’s very accurate in terms of scoring the candidates,” says KC. “We’ve
brought in a few low-scoring applicants who we thought we would
take a chance on, and they didn’t work out.”
As the chart below illustrates, by using MiliMatch scores, they are
finding the candidates who stay on the job longer. For 2020 hires,
the majority of the scored candidates were active as of April 8. The
candidates who were onboarded without completing the MiliMatch
applications presented a bigger risk.

The other benefit the Colorado Agency has realized has been the
efficiency of the recruiting effort. By filtering out the applicants who
have no idea what caregiving is, it reduces the wasted effort.
As KC. indicates, “It’s definitely saving time. It’s helping us know the
candidates before the phone screen. Everything’s over the phone, so
it’s important to reduce that phone time.”
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NORTHERN INDIANA AGENCY
Through four months after implementing MiliMatch, the North
Indiana team improved their 30-day retention rate by 26%.
Based on that performance, they were able to avoid losing nine
caregivers who would have normally left within the first 30 days
on the job. At a cost of $4,000 per lost caregiver, that amounts
to $36,000. By finding candidates who are better qualified, they
are also able to conduct less interviews and encounter fewer no
shows for orientation.
The MiliMatch team stresses that higher scores mean that a
candidate offers a better match to be a caregiver long term.
Just because someone scores a 45% doesn’t mean that they
cannot perform as a caregiver. However, a candidate with a
score of 45% will present a higher risk than a candidate scoring
higher. The 45% candidate is less likely to stay longer. The
hiring data from September 2019 illustrates this point..

Out of the 12 candidates who scored less than 60%, seven left
within 30 days, and nine left within 90 days. Of the six
candidates who scored above 80, all stayed on staff more than
90 days. In sum, by using MiliMatch scores to filter candidates,
the owner and his team are able to identify those candidates
with a greater potential.
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WISCONSIN AGENCY
MK, recruiter for the Wisconsin agency team, has realized
marked improvement after implementing MiliMatch, improving
30-day retention from 57% to 70% for an improvement of 30%
and improving 90-day retention from 32% to 42%.
To further illustrate the benefit of MiliMatch to the Wisconsin
agencies recruiting practices, consider the following chart,
which shows the tenure of the hires made since MiliMatch. By
scoring candidates, recruiters and managers have a much
better ability to predict the role fit. Low scoring candidates,
scoring between 40% and 50%, showed a much lower tendency
to stay on the job whereas the higher scoring candidates (above
50%) tended to persist much longer. Finally, the non-scored
candidates (in red and gray) were highly unpredictable.

As a result, MK. remains committed to helping the MiliMatch
team to enhance the product to offer more insights into the
business.
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SOUTHERN INDIANA AGENCY
The South Indiana Agency was already running at 88% retention
(over 30 days) when they signed up for MiliMatch. Employing a
very particular process to hire and onboard candidates, the
team was looking for MiliMatch to help them to reduce time to
sort through the myriad of applicants for caregiving jobs, a lot
of whom have little idea of the caregiving role. They were able
to increase the 3-day retention from 88% to 93% and 90 day
from 68% to 86% after implementing MiliMatch.
Improvements in efficiency
were almost immediate. NC.,
the recruiter for the South
Indianapolis agency , said
that MiliMatch is
“absolutely” reducing the
amount of time that she is
having to spend sorting
through candidates. I also,
in spite of the already bestof-breed performance in
retention, the team was
able to improve their 90-.
day retention by improving it to 86% overall.
Moreover, MiliMatch has helped increase the connectedness of
the interview process.
“I feel like I know them before they come through the door,”
states NC. “I can do a personalized interview. They know I’ve
read their answers about relationships and experiences, because
I’m asking them about this.”
It has also helped them identify the right candidates to staff a
client. “There are the harder-to-staff clients they just want
people to do (simple tasks). It helps us filter out who would be
best.”
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